New Paradigm for Education
Daily Read & Respond Homework
Name: ______________________________________________________

Reading Level: ___________

Character Camp Homework
Week of: September 17th – 21st, 2018
***Welcome to the new 2018-2019 school year! To help get our scholars off to a great start and ensure they
are college bound – to, through, and beyond, the practice of weekly homework begins with the first week of
school. This homework connects to the Character Camp, which takes place at the beginning of the school year.
Please complete the homework below for each day, and return it daily to your HOMEBASE TEACHER. This will
help ensure we setting good habits for Read & Respond Homework once SFA begins. ***
Monday
Minutes Read: _______
Listeners Initials: ______ Week of: __________
Directions: The following stories have make-believe words. Use the clues in the sentence to see if you can
figure out the meaning of the make-believe word. Circle the words and phrases that help you determine the
meaning.
Last summer, Maggie learned how to garbler when she went to the beach on summer vacation with her family.
She saved up her money to pay for garblering lessons and she rented a garbler board and a wetsuit. Her
teacher helped her swim out into the ocean. It took many, many tries but she finally caught a wave and was
standing up on her garbler board and garblering on the ocean wave!
What do you think garblering is? _______________________________________________________________
Explain why you think that is the meaning of the word: _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Tuesday
Minutes Read: _______
Listeners Initials: ______ Week of: __________
Directions: The following stories have make-believe words. Use the clues in the sentence to see if you can
figure out the meaning of the make-believe word. Circle the words and phrases that help you determine the
meaning.
Every summer, my sister and I make a forame stand. We sell our ice cold forame to the people in our
neighborhood for 25 cents per cup. Our recipe for each cup of forame is one sour fora, two teaspoons of
sugar, and a handful of ice cubes. The best types of foras are the big yellow ones from the grocery store.
What do you think a forame stand is? __________________________________________________________
Explain why you think that is the meaning of the word: _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Wednesday
Minutes Read: _______
Listeners Initials: ______ Week of: __________
Directions: The following stories have make-believe words. Use the clues in the sentence to see if you can
figure out the meaning of the make-believe word. Circle the words and phrases that help you determine the
meaning.
Last July, I went with my family to our town celebration to watch the blastos. We had so much fun watching
the bright explosions in the sky! However, my dog was so scared from the loud sounds from the blastos. He
hid under a blanket the whole time until the blastos were finished!
What do you think blastos are? _______________________________________________________________
Explain why you think that is the meaning of the word: _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Thursday
Minutes Read: _______ Listeners Initials: ______ Week of: __________
Directions: The following stories have make-believe words. Use the clues in the sentence to see if you can
figure out the meaning of the make-believe word. Circle the words and phrases that help you determine the
meaning.
In the cold winter it is hard to remember how hot it can be in the summer! Every summer we go to my
grandmother’s house. It is so hot where she lives! The worst part is that she doesn’t have any glibbing at her
house. This makes it really hard to cool off. Instead of glibbing, she has a fan which helps a little bit. Thankfully,
she has glibbing in the car. When I get in her car, she lets me turn the glibbing up full blast and let it blow ice
cold air on my face. It feels so good after being so hot!
What do you think glibbing is? ______________________________________________________________
Explain why you think that is the meaning of the word: _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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